
 
 

For Immediate Release - September 5, 2022 

NK INTERIOR LAUNCHES A NEW BRAND WITH ICONIC 
DESIGN PIECES DURING STOCKHOLM DESIGN WEEK 

 

 
 
Jonas Bohlin is undoubtedly one of Sweden's most well-known and influential interior 
architects and designers. For example, he has created entire interiors for many of the 
most prestigious restaurants in Sweden. Now, through a collaboration between NK 
Interior and the new design brand Ingridsdotter, a selection of Bohlin's celebrated 
design objects will be made available to the public and sold exclusively at NK in 
autumn 2022. 

Riche, Teatergrillen, Sturehof, Taverna Brillo, and AG are just a few of the many legendary 
Stockholm restaurants whose interiors were created by Jonas Bohlin. His design attracted a 
lot of attention even before his career took off – as a final project at Konstfack, he created the 
provocative and much-noticed Concrete, a frame chair in steel and concrete, which was 
shown at Stockholm Furniture Fair in 1981. 

 



 

 

  

Since his breakthrough, Jonas Bohlin has created entire interiors – and at the same time 
countless iconic design objects – for many types of public environments. He has also 
collaborated with several design brands, including Källemo, Örsjö, Rörstrand and Klong. He 
has designed interior details, furniture, lamps, and a variety of other products. 

Thanks to the design producer Ingridsdotter, a selection of Jonas Bohlin's iconic works is 
now made available to the public and is to be sold exclusively at NK Interior. Founder 
Christine Ingridsdotter started her company to give more people the opportunity to decorate 
their homes with unique design objects and furniture that can be passed down for 
generations. As a design producer with exclusive rights, Ingridsdotter controls the design, 
production, marketing, and sale of all the products. 

 

 



”Ingridsdotter has chosen to offer design that 
expresses a unique dimension of beauty, 
poetry, and dignity. Objects with qualities that 
make people keep them since they have been 
designed and manufactured to last for 
generations. Of course always with high 
functionality in mind. For me, to use my own 
name as a producer is to take personal 
responsibility for the products and the 
production. To offer informed choices with full 
transparency. Anything else is unthinkable”, 
says Christine Ingridsdotter and continues: 
 

 
 

 
 
”Jonas Bohlin is one of our foremost 
designers and therefore I want more 
people to be able to take part in this 
design treasure. Choosing the best 
possible materials and high-quality 
manufacturing that exists in our country, 
with the utmost respect for our 
environment, using materials that are 
natural, Swedish, and traceable, is an 
obvious choice. This is an exclusive 
asset that we should be proud of in 
Sweden and that people are impressed 
by internationally.” 

 

”Jonas and I have worked together in interior design projects for twelve years, where I was 
involved when his interiors with unique design came into being. Design created for human 
encounters in restaurants, hotels, and other public environments. Design that added a 
dimension of poetry and dignity to the encounter between people. I want to give this 
opportunity to people and their private environments.” 

Earlier this year, Christine Ingridsdotter contacted Kadi Harjak, CEO of NK Interior, who was 
immediately very positive about Ingridsdotter's vision of offering some of the best design 
treasures Sweden can offer to the public. 

”At NK Interior, we always like to contribute by highlighting Swedish design, which is 
handcrafted in Sweden. I believe that Swedish design is at a high international level, which 
we should be really proud of and show the rest of the world. If we have the opportunity to 



simultaneously contribute to preserving part of our cultural heritage in the form of artisanal, 
local production, we naturally want to work for it. Honest natural materials age beautifully and 
live a long time, just like good, high-quality design”, says Kadi Harjak. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

This autumn, Ingridsdotter will start producing a selection of Bohlin's designs for the private 
market, and an exclusive first selection of objects from this collection will be sold at NK 
Interior, selected by Kadi and Christine together. Here we will find iconic furniture designed 
for places like Riche, Sturehof, and the exhibition LIV, as well as a new furniture piece 
designed exclusively for the home environment. NK Interior will be the exclusive dealer in 
Stockholm and Gothenburg of these objects. At the same time, Ingridsdotter will continue the 
global launch – just a few days after Stockholm Design Week, a launch at Paris Design 
Week awaits. 

The furniture is produced on a small scale in Stockholm and Småland, in Swedish materials 
and with a high degree of artisanal production methods. 

 

 

 

 
SPIRA coat hanger 
The coat hanger Spira is recognizable from 
prominent Stockholm restaurants such as 
AG, Luzette, Riche, Sturehof, Taverna 
Brillo, and Teatergrillen. 

Materials: Black powder-coated, solid steel 
from Sweden. Handmade blue porcelain 
knobs. 
Manufacture: In Sweden 
Dimensions: H 207 cm / W 63 cm 
Price: 2300 EURO 
 

 
”I was thinking for a long time about what a coat hanger could look like. I imagined it with 
legs, a body, a stomach, a heart and some kind of a head with a tactile rod in different 
directions. A body that sprouts.” – Jonas Bohlin. 
 



 

LIV table 
LIV was designed in 1997 with inspiration 
from a rowing journey from Stockholm to 
Paris that Bohlin did in 1994. The trip went 
along canals, rivers, and at open sea. This 
piece of furniture embodies a locked 
floodgate where the water always seeps 
forward. 

Materials: Powder-coated Swedish steel 
Manufacture: In Sweden 
Dimensions: H 72 cm / W 46 cm / L 64 cm 
Price: 900 EURO 
 

 
”These are opposites I am familiar with. The strict and the delimiting. But the form explodes 
and has both roots and feet.” – Jonas Bohlin. 
 
 

 

LIV chair 
The chair was also inspired by the 116-day-
long journey in a rowing boat. A dream that 
came true. 

Materials: Powder-coated Swedish solid 
steel. Upholstered seat in vegetable-tanned 
Tärnsjö leather. 
Manufacture: In Sweden 
Dimensions: H 90 cm / Seat height 48 cm / 
W 40 cm / D 50 cm 
Price: 1300 EURO 
 

 
“Rivers in landscapes. The back of the chair follows me and changes shape. Just now it was 
the final drop. Not the one who hollows out the stone because of its power, but because it 
constantly let go.” – Jonas Bohlin. 
 
 



 
 

SADEL bench 
Jonas Bohlin designed the Sadel bench in 
1999. The bench is an exquisite meeting 
between steel and leather. 

Materials: Frame in powder-coated solid 
Swedish steel with upholstered seat in 
vegetable-tanned Tärnsjö leather. 
Manufacture: In Sweden 
Dimensions: H 48/ L 136 cm 
Price: 2700 EURO  
 

 

 

EKVATOR table 
The Ekvator dining table was designed for 
the restaurant Riche in 1997. Today, 
twenty-five years later, the tables are still 
there and if possible even more beautiful. 
The brass edge reinforces the round shape 
that alludes to the equator itself. 

Materials: Powder-coated solid Swedish 
steel. Top in linoleum with brass edge. 
Manufacture: In Sweden 
Dimensions: H 74 / Diameter 110 
Price: 3450 EURO 
 

 
  

 

 

HAVA Grand Cabinet 
HAVA Grand Cabinet was designed in 2021 
at the request of Ingridsdotter. An exquisite 
piece of furniture,  handmade in Swedish 
pine and birch, and handpainted in only raw 
pigment in the color of Parisian blue and 
linseed oil. The handles in Swedish brass 
are a part of the design for the interior of the 
restaurant Sturehof in Stockholm. A fusion 
of legacy and love. The expression of the 
blue color and the visible wood pattern will – 
like the appearance of the sea – always be 
ever-changing. (Sea in Swedish is ”hav”, in 
a feminine form we add an ”-a” = HAVA). 

Materials: Linseed oil with color pigments. 
Swedish pine and birch and Swedish brass. 
Manufacture: In Sweden  
Dimensions: H 153/W 93/D 40 
Price: 9600 EURO  
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For further information and interview requests, please contact Tove Regnander, Co-Founder 
& Senior PR Advisor, Grand Relations: tove@grandrelations.com | +46-76 785 58 01 

About Jonas Bohlin 
Jonas Bohlin was born in 1953 in Stockholm. He is an interior architect and designer with a 
degree in structural engineering and one interior architecture from Konstfack. Bohlin's final 
project at Konstfack was the starting point for his career when he created the provocative 
Concrete – a frame chair in steel and concrete, which was shown at Stockholm Furniture Fair 
in 1981. The debate surrounding the chair was about what is art and what is furniture design 
– a discussion that led to the boundaries starting to blur. Bohlin himself believes that there is 
no clear dividing line between artistic and functional design. Today, Concrete is considered 
one of Sweden's greatest furniture classics and has been given the design award Excellent 
Swedish Form. 

Over the years, Bohlin has created entire interiors as well as individual design objects. He 
has been awarded several prestigious awards – not least the Prins Eugen medal which he 
was awarded in 2014. Jonas Bohlin was also the initiator of Beckman's Formlinje and was 
active as a professor of interior architecture at Konstfack in Stockholm between 2004–2009. 
He has also been chairman of SIR and Sweden's Architects' Academy for interior 
architecture, as well as sitting on the state's council for architecture, form and design. 
 


